Introduction: Significantly large mass fractionations between chlorine isotopes ($^{35}\text{Cl}, ^{37}\text{Cl}$) have been reported for terrestrial materials including both geological samples and laboratory materials [1, 2]. Also, the chlorine isotopic composition can be used as a tracer for early solar system processes [3]. Moreover, chlorine is ubiquitous on the Martian surface. Typical chlorine abundances in Gusev soils are ~0.5 % [4]. The global surface average chlorine abundance also is ~0.5 % [5]. Striking variations among outcrop rocks at Meridiani were reported with some chlorine abundances as high as ~2% [6]. Characterizing conditions under which chlorine isotopic fractionation may occur is clearly of interest to planetary science. Thus, we have initiated development of a chlorine isotopic analysis technique using TIMS at NASA-JSC. We present here a progress report on the current status of development at JSC and discuss the possible application of chlorine isotopic analysis to Martian meteorites in a search for fluid- and possibly biological activity on Mars.

Chlorine Isotopic Analysis by TIMS: Mainly two techniques, gas-source isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) and thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS), have currently been employed for stable chlorine isotope analysis of geological samples [1]. The IRMS technique is most precise in determining the $^{37}\text{Cl}/^{35}\text{Cl}$ ratio ($\pm0.1\%$) but requires large amounts of Cl (~1 mg per analysis) and so is applied mostly to geological samples that are relatively enriched in Cl. On the other hand, the TIMS technique (precision: $\pm0.2 \sim 0.3\%$) needs only ~2 $\mu$g Cl per analysis and has been found to be sufficiently applicable to planetary materials with a wide variety of chlorine isotopic compositions.

Current status at JSC: We have initiated development of the TIMS technique to investigate tiny amounts of planetary materials with low chlorine contents (10s to 100s of ppm). To establish the lab value for the Finnigan-MAT 262 mass spectrometer at JSC, we have carried out repeated analyses of CsCl reagent (Nacalai tesque) [2]. Chlorine "loads" of 2, 3 and 4 $\mu$g were loaded on wide (in a few cases normal, narrow) Ta-filaments as CsCl together with graphite powder [7] and subjected to repeated mass spectrometric runs. Currently, more than 100 runs (typically, 20 cycles and 20 blocks) have been carried out for more than 30 samples separately loaded. In order to test various conditions, measurements were carried out for varying intensities of $(2-5)\times10^{-13}$ A of $\text{Cs}_2^{35}\text{Cl}^+$ ($m/z=301$) and $^{133}\text{Cs}^+$ was monitored before and after the runs. The signals increased steadily at filament currents of ~1400 mA and were thus controlled to a specific range in intensity from ~20-45mV in most cases. It was found that during filament heating, the $\text{Cs}^+$/CsCl$^+$ ratio changed steadily, normally from 0.9 to 1.1 and up to > 1.2 in some cases. The measured $^{37}\text{Cl}/^{35}\text{Cl}$ ratio correlated positively with the $\text{Cs}^+$/CsCl$^+$ ratio, indicating significant isotopic fractionation of chlorine occurs during the measurements. The least mass fractionation was obtained for $\text{Cs}^+$/CsCl$^+$ ~ 0.9–1.1. Ratios obtained for standard runs under these favorable conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Results for the CsCl reagent (Nacalai tesque) at JSC for the period 9-11/2008. Each data point represents the mean of 3 to 4 runs. The mean $^{37}\text{Cl}/^{35}\text{Cl}$ ratio of 0.317659 $\pm0.000071$ $(1\sigma)$ obtained in this work is significantly lower than those by Fujitani & Nakamura (unpublished) and by Numata et al. [2] $(\delta^{37}\text{Cl} (\%o) =-2.49 \pm 0.21 (1\sigma))$. $\delta^{37}\text{Cl} (\%o)$ is defined as the permil deviation of the $^{37}\text{Cl}/^{35}\text{Cl}$ ratio of the sample relative to seawater.
Chlorine isotope fractionations produced by anaerobic bacteria: Using a similar TIMS technique, Numata et al. [2,8] developed an analytical technique for chlorinated organic compounds and carried out laboratory experiments of reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethenates by anaerobic bacteria in order to investigate chlorine isotopic fractionations produced during environmental processes [9]. In Fig. 2, the change of chlorine isotope compositions, represented by the $\delta^{37}\text{Cl}$ permil deviation of the $^{37}\text{Cl} / ^{35}\text{Cl}$ ratio relative to the initial composition, for reductive dechlorination of tetrachloroethene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE) to cis-1,2-dechlorinoethene (cDEC) by anaerobic bacteria (Strain T, Consortium N and Consortium F) are plotted against remaining PCE. Strain T was a sulfate reducing bacterium isolated from the drainage of a laundry, Consortium F was an enrichment culture obtained from PCE contaminated soil, and consortium N was an enrichment culture from TCE contaminated soil. It is remarkable that significant chlorine isotope fractionation was observed [9]. Fig. 2 shows that Numata et al. very reproducibly measured the Cl isotopic fractionation produced in chlorinated organic compounds by anaerobic bacteria. This result is relevant to evaluating the role of bioactivities in terrestrial environments, and suggests in turn that chlorine isotopic composition potentially can be used as an indicator of fluid- and, if present, bioactivity in planetary environments like the Martian surface.

Possible applications: There are potential applications of these results to high-Cl Martian environments. As demonstrated in [2], only a few milligrams of a halogen-rich salt vein as found in some nakhlites would provide enough Cl for an isotopic analysis. Such measurements would be impossible by the IRMS technique. Such halogen-rich veins are abundant in nakhlites, and there are other types of halogen-rich areas in other martian meteorites [10, 11]. The scarcity of meteoritic materials to which these techniques can be applied encourages additional developments to increase their sensitivity, however. Because some anaerobic bacteria metabolize Cl-compounds, the Cl-isotopic composition of Martian salts may ultimately prove to be an important biomarker for possible bacterial activity.

Fig. 2. Change of chlorine isotope composition ($\delta^{37}\text{Cl}$, permil deviation from the initial composition) for reductive dechlorination of tetrachloroethene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE) to cis-1,2-dechlorinoethene (cDEC) by anaerobic bacteria (Strain T, Consortium N and Consortium F). $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ represent isotopic fractionation factor for PCE and TCE dechlorination, respectively. Dotted lines represent theoretical value. The diagram was reproduced from Fig. 6 in Numata et al. [9].